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A typically successful defensive strategy in preventing a hostile takeover is something referred to as a shareholder rights plan. Established as a mechanism in 1982, the shareholder rights plan is often more pleasantly referred to as the “poison pill.” In a poison pill defense, existing company shareholders have the right to purchase additional shares in the company at some discount. The poison pill defense can unfortunately dilute stock values and existing shareholders may find they need to buy more shares just to maintain equal ownership. This can be expensive. Large institutional investors may shy away from significant investments if the company has terse and harsh defenses in place. Are poison pills effective anti-takeover deterrents? Do they extract higher payments from bidders? How are the potential gains from restructuring related to the effects of poison pills on shareholder wealth? Does underperformance cause firms. When faced with a pill, in theory, the strategic deterrence afforded by the pill comes at a price, but the pill deters outsiders from coming to offer their bids for the firm. A raider’s only tactical response is to press directors. The growing activism by large institutional investors opposed to the pill is consistent with the view that the pill’s strategic deterrence is too costly. The informed and prudent manager and director.